
“I love the platform it's very helpful and I've 
already got some product off of it.”

“Apex Trading has been 
immensely helpful for finding 
new customers for our Bud and 
Trim sales. I love that I can sort 
my prospective clients, current 
buyers, and previous 
customers using Apex Trading's 
""Buyers"" tab. Eric, Jenn, Lisa, 
and everyone at Apex were 
extremely supportive in 
onboarding us to their 
platform, and have been there 
to help every step of the way 
whenever we have questions. I 
would recommend Apex 
Trading to anyone in the 
industry looking to reach new 
clientele, easily sort their 
existing customers or new 
prospective buyers, and 
manage inventory all within 
one platform. Thank you to 
everyone at Apex Trading!!”

Austin Ronningen
Los Suenos / Colorado

"Sweet, thanks for the help 
and by the way….. This 
website ROCKS!!!

The Herbal Alternative / 
Colorado

“Durango Cannabis Company 
faces market challenges due to 
our remote location on the 
Western Slope. Apex Trading™ 
provides the perfect solution, 
allowing us to effectively create, 
manage, and fulfill orders to every 
corner of Colorado. We have 
generated greater return sales, 
and closed the deal on several 
pending accounts. Remove the 
frustration of processing orders 
with the team at Apex Trading™, 
they provide the most reactive and 
efficient customer service I have 
ever experienced in any industry. 
As a family-owned business we 
truly feel that Apex Trading™ has 
our best interest at heart, we are 
not just another number. If you 
have any doubts, just see the
numbers your trial
month can generate!”

Ben Peters
Durango Cannabis

“I really appreciate your help with this thank you so 
much! Your website helped me have the best sales 
year in our companies history! Again, thank you - 
Apex is the greatest wholesale management tool 
out there in my opinion!”

Dillon
Elevate Concepts / Colorado

“You guys rock! Your platform has transformed how we 
do wholesale... and I must say has added lots of value!”

Oliver
The Herbal Alternative / Colorado

“Thank you for the heads up! We love 
working with Apex. Y’all are always 
improving a product we already see 
as perfect.”

Alpine Essentials
Colorado"

“We love using the Apex Trading™ Platform! The ease 
of use is unmatched with any other software I've used 
in the past. The ability to have custom pricing provided 
to us for each vendor is awesome. We also love the 
feature to have an invoice ready, testing ingredients 
uploaded, and negotiated terms all in the same place. 
I use it every week to make all of our wholesale 
purchases. The team at Apex is always there to act as 
an intermediate if there are any questions or issues we 
have from the vendor. I couldn't be happier with the 
platform!”

John Sudderth
Director of Inventory,
Lightshade / Colorado

“The platform has been 
working great for us, and 
working with John & Jenn 
has truly been a wonderful 
experience. You guys ROCK!” 

Justin G.
The Farm / Colorado

“We sort of fell into Apex 
Trading™ because one of 
the growers we source 
from was using them. I 
have to tell you, I’m so 
happy we did. It’s faster 
and easier for us to place 
orders through the 
platform. Plus, it’s free and 
you can almost say, fun 
to use!” 

Brenda
Green Grass / Colorado

“We signed up for a 
free one month trial 
period with Apex 
Trading™ and were 
able to move our 
product in that time 
They were 
exceptionally friendly 
and helpful with our 
set-up and beyond. 
Good Earth Meds highly 
recommends Apex 
Trading.™”
Good Earth Meds
Colorado

“We just received our first order 
and got the notification on the 
main email! We are actually 
giggling and so excited. The ease 
of use is just insane and I really 
hope all of our customers will like 
it and continue to use it.”

Katina
Midwest Ranch / Colorado

“As a CEO for a cannabis startup company, 
I needed a simple yet powerful and 
functional tool to help manage inventory, 
invoices, and sales CRM. Apex has been the 
perfect tool for us! The interface is clean 
and user friendly, and the functionality is 
exactly what we needed for a simple CRM 
and order fulfillment tool. As someone who 
has been in sales/software for over 15 years, 
I have seen many software platforms, and 
Apex has been one of the best values when 
it comes to functionality and price. The 
support has been wonderful, and the team 
has shown an agile and customer driven 
ability to meet industry needs and address 
client requests. Highly recommend Apex 
Trading™!!”

Jake Opdahl
CEO / Nokhu Labs / Colorado

“Many thanks to Apex Trading™ and their stellar team for 
offering the exchange, platform, database, etc - to our 
industry. As licensed wholesalers, Apex Trading™ has 
been invaluable to our business. We can't be happier 
with the ease of use, the highly-regarded impression the 
Apex team and platform gives our customers,
and the professionalism and attentiveness
of the Apex team!”

Jordan
Rocky Montain Green / Colorado

“When we posted our product on Apex Trading™, 
we sold everything within 3 minutes!
Thanks Apex Trading™
Team.”

Jessica
Fat Face Farms / Colorado"

Saleea - Chronic Therapy Cortez / Colorado

“We saw a 
200-300% per 
week increase in 
orders. Apex 
Trading™ not only 
helped us save 
money but we 
also increased 
our revenue by 
quadrupling our 
orders per week.”
Oil Well Industries / 
Colorado
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